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Holliday Sweter by
Suzy Hoffman

Covid has me doing more knitting than 
turning lately and I finished this sweater in 
record time.  Then, when thinking about 
buttons for it - and knowing that wood 
buttons in the size I wanted can be 
expensive - it occurred to me that I could 
probably make them instead and headed 
down to the shop.  The most difficult part of 
making them was drilling the holes 
accurately.  I would have loved to drill them 
on the lathe as I think it would have been 
easier to make them consistent, but 
because of the offsets, I couldn’t figure out 
how it could be done.  If anyone has an idea 
of a good way to do it, I’d be happy to hear 
how.  



Sweater Buttons Turned by Suzy Hoffman
The wood is from a piece donated at our January or February wood auction.  Suzy used 
Aussie Oil as the finish.  The buttons are darkening up a bit, but that’s ok.  I like the look.



Raffle
Wood

This is the piece of wood Suzy 
Hoffman used for the buttons 
on her hand knitted swetter
If anyone recognizes it and 
can confirm what kind of 
wood it is, she would 
appreciate it.  She thinks it is 
mulberry, but is not sure.
Refer back to the previous 
slide for a closer look at the 
buttons.



Harold Solberg Christmas Ornaments

Tree ornaments, turned to shape, sanded and friction 
polish finish. Slotted with various width parting tools. 
Small eye for hanging with 1# mono loop. 

Entry in the Racine Art Museum ornament contest. 
Black walnut tree, 4 1/2” high.  Ball turned from 
Pink Ivory wood, sanded to 2000 grit, finished with 
Velvit Oil and buffed to a high sheen. Received best 
use of wood award. 



Harold Solberg 
Minatures

All under 2”.
First two items. Caragana. Large 
bush. Unusual. Irregular brown 
heartwood stain that does not 
follow grain patterns. 
Third Item: Flute. Pyrocanthus, very 
dense desert bush/small tree. 
Shadow grain with no visible pores. 
Forth Item:  Flute. Buckthorn. 
Lower Front Item. Lilac snifter. 
Dense fragrant wood with lavender 
streaking. 



Sea Urchin Ornaments
by

Harold Solberg
Sputnik urchin. Lilac cap 
& finial. 
Green urchin. 
Pernambuco cap/finial. 
Lavender urchin. Purple 
Heart cap/finial. 
Pink urchin. Pink Ivory 
wood cap / finial. 



Ornaments
by

Ron Retherford

Snowmen and 
Christmas tree 
ornaments, yet to 
be finished 
(buttons, eyes, 
painted hats, etc.)



Submission by Ron Retherford
Bottle stoppers and pop top opener by 
Niles.

Demonstration of the Niles pop top 
opener in use, as it is a bit unusual!



Carl Brust
Bottle Stoppers

A bowl of bottle stoppers; 44 in all.  All with 
silicone stoppers.  Some traditional looking but 
most are "over the top" of the bottle stoppers.  I 
made the over the top stoppers 2 ways. The 
cheaper way is to mount the blank in a chuck, 
Then drill a 1 1/4" hole with a forstner bit a little 
deeper than the length of the silicone stopper so 
that the completed stopper sits on the wood rim 
not on the silicon stopper. Next step is to drill the 
next hole with a 1/2" bit about 1/2 inch deep for 
the dowel for the silicone stopper. Mount the 
blank with pin jaws extending into the 1 1/4" hole 
and turn and finish. Then glue in the dowel. 
Second method is to drill the blank with a 1/2" 
plug cutter then with a 3/4" plug cutter which 
leaves a 1 1/4" hole. Then mount in a collet chuck 
and turn.  Merry Christmas to all............ Carl Brut



Carl Brust
Basket of
Illusion

This is my third attempt 
at basket illusion.  The 
first 2 were plates and 
this is my first vase.  I did 
the turning and my wife 
Pat did the burning and 
the pattern. She has a 
much steadier hand... 


